
Young Rhythms

Key Program Elements

Kinglake Forest Adventures Camp is 
set in 800 hectares of beautiful 

mountain bush and provides your 
students with a unique learning 
environment that is fun, active 

and engaging.

We are committed to delivering a high 
quality camp experience which will 
add effectiveness to your school’s 

current wellbeing program or provide 
a stand alone personal development 
experience unavailable elsewhere.

The five day program will allow 
students to discover and utilise their 
individual strengths, enhance their 
personal communication skills and 

develop some of the habits of 
adolescent positive psychology.

Wellbeing and Life Skills

The very latest research tells us that depression is in epidemic proportions in adolescents. A handful of teachable 
practices can reduce its incidence by 50% - for life! Even more encouraging than this, the adoption of these practices 
can take your well balanced teenager to even greater levels of positive, optimistic and flourishing outlooks on life.

As a platform for skills and habit development, it is important that 
students have a thorough understanding of their innate strengths 
and intelligences and also that they understand what they value 
most. These concepts are explored prior to camp via online 
survey and are explored further during the camp. We investigate 
the fields of advertising, social media, music and other popular 
culture to become more aware of how it influences young people 
and how we have choices in ‘the media company we keep’.

Knowledge/Insight

Life Skills
A primary skills focus of the program is teaching the fundamentals 
of powerful nondefensive personal communications, perhaps the 
most important skill we can learn.

Additionally the program explores planning, valuing diversity, 
teamwork and leadership concepts in various situations.

Will there be music & AV?
DEFINITELY! 

KFA Young Rhythms program teaches some of these skills and develops habit and rhythm, all in the context of a fun 
and adventurous camp. Young Rhythms is a carefully sequenced program, drawing on evidence based research and 
delivered by an outstanding team of trained and passionate staff.

What an aspiration!



1419 Whittlesea-Yea Rd, 
Kinglake West VIC 3757

Email: info@kfacamp.com.au
Telephone: (03) 5786 5230
After Hours: 0407 318 410

Fully rebuilt in 2011. Architect designed 
Leadership Centre incorporating 

accommodation and dining room with 
integrated sky chairs, advanced AV and 

indoor/outdoor coonaras.

Teachers retreat with lounge, kitchenette, 
indoor/outdoor coonara and line of sight to 

every student doorway. Teachers rooms 
en-suited.

Cabin, under one roof, Tipi and tent 
accommodation options, full challenge ropes 

course.

Very cool ‘group spaces’ to get the most 
from programs in all weather.

One of the foundations of positive psychology teachings 
is that we do have the ability to change the way we 
respond to the world. Do we respond to bad situations 
with a pessimistic view of their impact, longevity and their 
association with us personally or do we respond 
optimistically? How we internally process good and bad 
situations is called our explanatory style by Dr Martin 
Seligman, the father of the positive psychology 
movement. The Young Rhythms program constantly 
draws attention to and coaches explanatory style.

Habits - Explanatory Style

Habits - Reflection
The regular habit of reflection sheds light on all the good 
we do and adds zest to our signature strengths. Young 
Rhythms teaches the secrets of where opportunities for 
reflection already exist in young peoples lives and how 
they can develop new habits.

Habits - Meditation
Call it what you like, the practice of quieting the mind and 
resting from the busyness of life, of changing energy 
levels, is habit for many of the most happy and successful 
people. Meditators live longer! The Young Rhythms 
program introduces a lightweight and regular rhythm of 
meditation skills and practice and also explores where 
forms of meditation or ‘flow’ may already exist in the 
students life.

Consolidation
Students receive their own workbook which contains the 
program resources and is customised by them during the 
course of the week to become a milestone record of their 
experience. A post camp visit by us to your school to 
revisit the experience is a standard part of the program.

Teachers/Parents Role
Teachers and parents receive a backgrounder document 
to introduce the concepts and explain the new skills and 
behaviours they are likely to become aware of. There are 
coaching notes to help encourage and foster the habits 
as well as additional resource references.

But is it fun?
ABSOLUTELY - it MUST be!

Some classroom time, plenty of outdoor 
recreation based experiential learning, 

time for giving service and time for 
reflection - and music.

Call us at KFA to make your school a 
Young Rhythms school or to discuss 

providing support to your existing 
wellbeing framework.


